2001 dodge ram 1500 brake pads

Thanks again. This is the second product I have purchased from you, and I have been extremely
satisfied both times! Price is the best, delivery time is good and phone reps are great! These
break pads far exceeded what I had, and at a fraction of the price of the local part stores. Very
pleased every time I make a order through here. Everything comes on time and just like I
needed. Well worth the money for these and fit just like they should. The part was delivered in a
timely fashion a few days. Installed nicely good fit-up work well no issues with the or prices.
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Power Stop. Shop By Vehicle. Raybestos Brake Pad Set - Front. Click to Enlarge. Features:
Ceramic material formulation adds stability and predictability to the brake pad Integrally molded
with superior bond retention and shear strength for optimal braking performance and quiet
operation High temperature friction material provides fade free performance Dynamometer
tested for maximum stopping power in a wide variety of road conditions Shimmed, slotted, and
chamfered for maximum performance where applicable Single layer noise dampening shims are
installed during the manufacturing process Rotor friendly non-asbestos material. Features:
Semi-Metallic formulation maintains maximum fade resistance and excellent stopping
characteristics Integrally molded with superior bond retention and shear strength for optimal
braking performance and quiet operation High temperature friction material provides fade free
performance Dynamometer tested for maximum stopping power in a wide variety of road
conditions Shimmed, slotted, and chamfered for maximum performance where applicable
Single layer noise dampening shims are installed during the manufacturing process Rotor
friendly non-asbestos material. Friction Material Composition Semi-metallic. Shipping Options:
Free Ground Shipping. Centric Brake Pad Set - Front. Centric Features: Made of heat-resistant
strong synthetic fibers Resists abrasion and organic solvents Features a positive molding
process Facilitates shorter stopping distance Ensures better braking performance with minimal
noise. Features: Made of heat-resistant strong synthetic fibers Resists abrasion and organic
solvents Features a positive molding process Provides tighter tolerance betweent the joints
Ensures better braking performance with minimal noise. Features: Chamfered and slotted to
ensure noise free braking Thermal scorched pad surface for a fast break-in Powder coated
backing plate resists rust and corrosion to provide extended pad life Semi-metallic formula
designed for quick brake response and superior stopping power Rubberized shims provide
virtually noise-free braking. Features: Positive mold technology for consistent wear and
performance Low-dust ceramic formula designed to maximize stopping power and keep wheels
clean Chamfered and slotted to ensure noise-free braking Powder coated backing plate resists
rust and corrosion to provide extended pad life Thermal scorched pad surface for a fast
break-in Multi-Layer rubberized shims provide virtually noise-free braking. Features: Positive
mold technology for consistent wear and performance Includes Premium stainless-steel
hardware for easy installation Thermal scorched pad surface for a fast break-in Low-dust
ceramic formula designed to maximize stopping power and keep wheels clean Chamfered and
slotted to ensure noise free braking Powder coated backing plate resists rust and corrosion to
provide extended pad life Multi-Layer rubberized shims provide virtually noise-free braking.
Features: Positive mold technology for consistent wear and performance Thermal scorched pad
surface for a fast break-in Carbon-fiber ceramic formula for increased braking power without
sacrificing everyday drivability Chamfered and slotted to ensure noise free braking Powder
coated backing plate resists rust and corrosion to provide extended pad life Low dust
formulation verified in 3rd party on-vehicle testing Includes Premium stainless-steel hardware,
pin bushings and ceramic brake lubricant for easy installation Multi-Layer rubberized shims
provide virtually noise-free braking Show More Show Less. Wagner Brake Pad Set - Front.
Bosch Brake Pad Set - Front. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.

Features: Bosch dedicated engineering to platform specific premium materials, ensuring
exceptional stopping power and quiet operation with low dust Quiet operation with rubber core
multilayer shim provides increased strength and insulation against noise Advanced aerospace
alloy used in patented copper free ceramic and semi-metallic friction formula is compliant with
Copper Free legislation Protective transfer layer extends pad and rotor life Powder-coated
backing plate: Prevents rust and corrosion for increased product life of the brake pad. Akebono
Brake Pad Set - Front. Features: Virtually eliminates noise, vibration, and harshness NVH
Vehicle-optimized ceramic formulas for superior performance Unrivaled stopping power Clean
wheels No break-in required Rotor-friendly with proven longer rotor life Perfect upgrade for all
braking systems percent made in the USA. Multi-Layer technology allows for lower noise, lower
dust, and longer pad and rotor life while eliminating a soft or mushy pedal. Bendix Brake Pad
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price. July 9th, Posted by Review of brake pads. Great price and great timing. If I need anything
else to fix my truck this is where I will go! March 11th, Posted by Breaks for my truck. April 27th,
Posted by Great buy! February 3rd, Posted by Charlie. July 19th, Posted by rodney. Catalog: B.
Vehicle Dodge Ram Catalog: P. Vehicle Sub Model Dodge Ram Catalog: Q. Catalog: H. Catalog:
N. Catalog: A. WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Chromium
hexavalent compounds , Lead and lead compounds, Antimony oxide Antimony trioxide , and
Nickel Metallic , which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or
other reproductive harm. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Brake Disc and Pad Kit part.
Recommended Use. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: P15K Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Replacement Rotors. Feb 23, Mark Schuman. Purchased on Feb 15, Jun
10, Out of the box; all parts needed including anti-rattle springs. Time will tell if they last any
longer, but the truck now stops quietly!! Purchased on Dec 24, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Since , Centric Parts has
supplied the automotive aftermarket with high-quality replacement brake p We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Brake Pad Set
part. Recommended Use. Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Sort by:. Part Number: P15Z Guaranteed
to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: P Part Number: CE Part Number: AB. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Crown Automotive
is renowned for manufacturing the highest quality OEM replacement parts for Jeeps from to the
present model year Jun 11, Good product. Seems to be a good product. Works properly and not
noise or chatter from these pads. Purchased on Jan 06, Jun 10, Purchased on Jul 10, Brake
Parts. This is the second time I've used this brand. First time was on a Mustang. I did it 2 years
ago ant the pads and rotors still look brand new. There is no noise, no vibration nothing at all
bad about them. The day after I out these on I use my truck to pull my 5th wheel. Worked
perfect. If you have any
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doubt let it go. This is good stuff. Purchased on Aug 12, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Most professionals suggest replacement when the friction lining is less than 4mm
thick at. Why Are My Brakes Smoking? This can be a frightening scenario, especially for new
drivers. Seeing smoke or smelling something burnt when stepping on the brakes is certainly not
a good signâ€”but why is it happening? Pressing the brake pedal forces a pair of brake pads to
squeeze against the disc-shaped rotor, creating the friction needed to stop the vehicle. To
ensure your vehicle is safe, have it inspected firsthand by a professional. Squeaky Brakes vs.
Grinding Brakes. So how often do brakes need replacement? Brake pads apply friction on the
brake rotors, causing it to slow down or stop the wheels from rotating. When to Replace Your
Brakes. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
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